Sub:- Engagement/ disengagement of contractual engagees who are more than 65 years of age

The undersigned is directed to refer email dated 22.10.2014 from CEO on the subject. It is observed that inspite of clear directions given by CEO, a number of consultants over 65 years have been engaged/ given extension beyond 65 years. It has been decided with approval of the Competent Authority that no individual who is more than 65 years of age should be taken as contractual engagee, except with prior approval of CEO, Prasar Bharati. Likewise, all the existing contractual engagees, who are more than 65 years of age, should be dis-engaged in a definite time frame, i.e. by 31.01.2016. In case there are extreme circumstances where such contractual engagee cannot be dis-engaged, prior approval of CEO, Prasar Bharati should be solicited for the same.

(Srideb Nanda)
Director (Admn.)

To:-
1. DG: All India Radio
2. DG: Doordarshan
3. DG: NSD, All India Radio
4. DG: N&CA, Doordarshan
5. E-in-C, All India Radio
6. E-in-C, Doordarshan
7. DDG (Tech.), PB Sectt.- with a request to host this OM on PB website

Copy to:-
(a) Director (Admn.), DG: NSD, AIR
(b) DDA (P&H), DG: AIR
(c) DD (Scor.), DG: Doordarshan
(d) AD (HR), DG: N&CA, Doordarshan

Copy for information to:-
(a) Sr. PPS to CEO, Prasar Bharati
(b) PSO to Member (Pers.)/ PS to Member (Fin.), Prasar Bharati